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**Abstract:** Virtually all commentators read paragraph 608 of Wittgenstein’s _Zettel_ (Z608) as suggesting that the orders of language and thought may emerge from physical chaos in the neural center (hereafter “the orthodox interpretation”). Some commentators see Z608
as anticipating connectionist theories of the neural architecture. Others raise the specter of causal indeterminism in the brain. Some see allusions to Köhler’s theories of electric brainfields. Colin McGinn sees in Z608 the suggestion that there may, for all we know, be a pile of sawdust at the neural center, etc. These are all quite implausible interpretations since it is among Wittgenstein’s main themes that it is not the business of the philosopher to advance “any kind of theory” about “hidden processes.” Whereas the orthodox interpretation implausibly reads Wittgenstein as if Z608 is a bit of armchair cognitive science, Wittgenstein told Drury that he cannot help seeing philosophical problems from a religious point of view. The present paper argues that the key concepts in Z608, the center, chaos, nothingness, and emergence of order from these, are among the most basic religious concepts in the Western intellectual tradition. When Z608 is read “from a religious point of view,” it does not appear to be the implausible bit of a priori speculation that it has seemed to some to be, but, rather, links Wittgenstein’s way of thinking with a set of archetypal religious concepts and images that trace to the very beginnings of the Western intellectual tradition, predating even the beginnings of philosophy proper, and sheds new light on Wittgenstein’s distinctive way of thinking.
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